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ABSTRACT
Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs) are used in Oceanography due to their relative low cost and
wide range of capabilities. Gliders change their buoyancy in order to dive and climb, describing a vertical
saw tooth route. These diplacements produce an effective although low horizontal speed which makes the
glider strongly sensitive to the ocean dynamics. In order to control the glider path its heading is adapted
by using information obtained from verified 4D current data sets. In particular from these data,
Lagrangian descriptors have supplied potentially useful paths for piloting the RU-29 Challenger glider in
the first South Atlantic Circunnavigation crossing flight (760 days-sea, 17400 km) held from 16th January
2013 to 31st March 2016). A description of the Challenger glider mission is found at
http://challenger.marine.rutgers.edu/ .
Invariant manifolds of hyperbolic trajectories were obtained from the real time 4D current fields (1º/12)
forecast (+5 days) provided by the european marine forecasting system COPERNICUS in the South
Atlantic domain during the last quarter of the mission (1500km far from S Africa). Manifolds outputs
were then compared with the ground true paths and the ground currents provided by RU29 when
surfaced (every 14 hours). Preliminary results reported by the glider at its arrival at Cape Town (end of
March, 2016), showed that the strong Agulhas current/mixing dynamics, was not captured by any of the 5
current models (Copernicus, Hycom, Oscar, NRTOFS, Glory) used for the comparison. Prior to this stage
however (December 2015-mid March 2016) the manifolds obtained from the COPERNICUS current
fields showed a high percentage of confident good routes that were confirmed by the ground true flying
paths reported by the glider nearing the South African ZEE border (10th March 2016). The preliminary
combination of the glider data with the invariant manifolds suggests a potentially useful tool for gliders
path planning in future long range transoceanic glider missions (Indian Ocean 2017-).
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